
Applications:

Cover Material:

Closure Type:

Optional Upgrades:

SKU:

Commercial or Residential.

Recacril® solution-dyed acrylic outdoor awing fabric. Top Gun® 600 
denier solution dyed polyester top waterproofing addition at the top 
cap. High strength PTFE thread, ideal for marine environments

Outdoor grade #10 zippers. Front door is fully removable

20 gauge clear vinyl windows which will not yellow or crack over time.

With window: 818CVFW-MR              Made in USA
Without Window: 818CVF-MR           Made in USA

Large Zome Covers
Large Zome Fitted Cover
We partner with expert sail-makers to make covers tailored to fit every 
angle of the zome (no easy task). They are fully weatherproof and can 
handle the strongest of storms.

PRODUCT DETAIL SHEET
SKU: 818CVST, 818CVF, 818CVSS, CV-MZ
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Applications:

Cover Material:

Closure Type:

SKU:

Commercial or Residential.

ODYSSEY® - an acrylic coated 100% woven polyester fabric (300 denier) 
with a clear back coat. Top Gun® 600 denier solution dyed polyester top 
waterproofing addition at the top cap. Polyester outdoor grade thread.

Outdoor grade #10 zipper

818CVST                   Made in USA

Large Zome Storage Cover
Our storage cover is a lower cost option to protect your zome from 
harsh weather and periods of non-use. Same high quality that you 
expect from KODAMA, but with a "loose-fit".

Applications:

Cover Material:

Colorways & SKU:

Commercial or Residential.  Made in USA

Soltis 92 by Serge Ferrari provides blockage of light and heat and is 
glare-free. Lifetime PTFE thread, ideal for marine environments.

Large Zome Sun Shade
Sometimes you just need a break from the sun.  Our sun shades block 
sun rays and heat transmission, keeping you cool in the zome and still 
allowing a breeze to flow though. They provide private seclusion, while 
still being open to your environment.

SB CUSTOMMBRCYANTH818CVSS-

Applications:

Cover Material:

SKU:

Commercial or Residential.

100% Polyester.    Made in USA

CV-MZ-WH (white), CV-MZ-BK (black), CV-MZ-BR (brown)

Mosquito Net Cover
Keep out those bugs with the round, 100% polyester mesh mosquito 
netting. Easily removable and machine washable delicate.


